
*ALL DELEGATIONS WILL REQUIRE THAT DELEGATES BE VACCINATED &
ALL DATES DEPEND ON THE UNFOLDING PANDEMIC AND ON CUBAN PUBLIC HEALTH MEASURES

December
4 - 13, 2021

THE SOLIDARITY COLLECTIVE IS A POLITICALLY INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATION THAT BUILDS TRANSNATIONAL GRASSROOTS SOLIDARITY
TO RESIST U.S. GOVERNMENT AND CORPORATE POLICIES THAT CONTRIBUTE TO VIOLENCE, POVERTY AND OPPRESSION IN THE AMERICAS. 

Universal and free: education, healthcare, cultural work, sports
The fight for self-determination, decolonisation, and peace
Agroecology, subsidised food distribution, nationalised lands, and agricultural innovation
The MLK Centre, a hub for an island- and region-wide network of popular educators,
cultural workers, faith leaders, organisers and grassroots journalists
Cuba's legacy of solidarity with Black, Indigenous, and Asian anti-colonial struggles
Peace talks, sending doctors not bombs - ongoing solidarity with the Global South,
marginalised, colonised and all oppressed peoples
The dream of Guantanamo's sovereignty, free of US military occupation
Life-saving public health response to COVID on all levels - from the grassroots, state,
internationalist, to the bio-pharmaceutical
Investing in people's needs and dignity as a necesssary alternative

Learn directly from and with Cuban people about:

Cost: $1,400- $2,400 fee *+ airfare + $100 visa
Delegation fee covers all meals, lodging, transportation, interpretation, and

reading and activist tools

Application and $300 deposit due October 1
Remaining balance due November 1

 
*Fundraising support and partial scholarships are available*

CUBA: INVESTING IN HUMANITY,
TOWARDS A WORLD WITHOUT MILITARY BASES, POLICING, OR WAR

For more details:  james.dimock@mnsu.edu or liz@solidaritycollective.org

Across the stolen territories of the U.S.A., there is a resounding  call for abolition: for the
end to the prison industrial complex, policing, and the war and sanctions machine. What
lessons can we learn from the Cuban people, now 62 years into building a new world,
despite US aggression? What lessons can we learn about investing in humanity, healthcare,
education, housing, parks, art, sports, and a practice of solidarity? And, what role can we
play to end the Blockade?


